SPECIAL REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION TO TRUST TERRITORIES IN WEST AFRICA, 1952 ON THE EWE AND TOGOLAND UNIFICATION PROBLEM

ANNEXES III AND IV

Note by the Secretariat: The attached maps are based on maps transmitted by the Visiting Mission as Annexes III and IV to its special report on the Ewe and Togoland unification problem (T/1034). To enable them to be reproduced for prompt and general distribution, they were re-drawn at Headquarters.

The map upon which that reproduced as Annex III was based is entitled "Rough Ethnic Sketch Map of Togoland under United Kingdom Trusteeship". All of the elements contained in the sketch are present in the re-drawn map.

The map upon which that reproduced as Annex IV was based is entitled "Togo sous tutelle française: Carte ethnique". It consists of a communications map of the Trust Territory with tribal divisions superimposed with coloured crayon. For purposes of reproduction in the present form, the re-drawn map omits roads, railways, secondary place-names, etc., and, of necessity, the colouring and shadings used in the original.

The maps as transmitted by the Visiting Mission are available in the Secretariat for examination by members of the Council.
This symbol is used, as on the original map, to indicate urban centres of mixed population.

This shading is used to indicate areas shown on the original map as areas to which Kabrai people have moved.

Uninhabited

Mixed under Gonja rule

Miscellaneous non-Ewe groups speaking Tshi or a Benin language
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